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Abstrat
We review the observed properties of the bright quasar 3C 273 and
disuss the impliations of these observations for the emission proesses
and in view of gaining a more global understanding of the objet.
Continuum and line emission are disussed. The emission from
the radio domain to gamma rays are reviewed. Emphasis is given
to variability studies aross the spetrum as a means to gain some
understanding on the relationships between the emission omponents.
3C 273 has a small sale jet and a large sale jet. The properties of
these jets are desribed. It is also attempted to relate the ativity in the
small sale jet to that observed in the radio and infrared ontinuum.
1 Introdution
3C 273 is the brightest quasar on the elestial sphere. This would sue to
qualify it to be the objet of intense study over the years sine the disovery
of quasars in 1963. In addition, however, 3C 273 displays most if not all the
phenomena that make Ative Galati Nulei (AGN) suh intriguing objets.
Indeed, 3C 273 is a radio loud quasar that shows large ux variations at all
wavelengths and at some epohs a non negligible polarization. 3C 273 has a
small sale jet, the features of whih move away from the ore at veloities
apparently larger than the speed of light and a radio struture that extends
to large distanes. Whether this makes 3C 273 an arhetype of AGN in
general or merely a very speial ase is left to the reader to assess. What
is ertain, though, is that the study of 3C 273 is relevant to all the AGN
physis. The study of 3C 273 has therefore been very atively pursued over
more than 3 deades.
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This study has been further made easier by the position of 3C 273 very lose
to the elestial equator. This means that the objet an be (and has been
extensively) observed with the most appropriate instruments loated as far
North as Finland and as far South as Chile. This privileged position on the
sky has the only disadvantage that the Sun omes lose to 3C 273 on the
elestial sphere during the year, hene hampering regularly the observations.
We will review in the next pages the early work on 3C 273, analyse then the
existing data on the ontinuum and line emission inluding their variations.
We will then disuss the jet whih is observed at small and large distanes
from the ore. The host galaxy and environment will also be desribed. Some
of the eorts made to understand the physial nature of emission omponents
and the quasar itself will be presented.
This review is written shortly after the swith o of the International Ul-
traviolet Explorer (IUE) satellite whih has been one of the main researh
instruments for AGN in reent years. It is therefore timely, as it ought to
be possible to summarize the knowledge we have inluding all the IUE data.
Large sets of data in other wave bands have been obtained in a oordinated
way while IUE was taking observations, as shown in Fig. 1. Some disussions
of these data and in partiular ross orrelations between the light urves in
dierent bands are inluded in the present review, although the work is still
on-going. It will be seen that it is diult to understand all these data in a
onsistent way.
The equatorial oordinates of 3C 273 are α2000 = 12h 29m 06.7 s, δ2000 =
+02◦03′08′′. The galati oordinate of the quasar are l = 289.95 and b =
+64.36. The V magnitude (average) is 12.9. 3C 273 is therefore a high
galati latitude objet, a lear advantage to minimize the eets of gas and
dust along the line of sight. The redshift of 3C 273 is z = 0.158 (Veron-Cetty
& Veron 1995).
2 Disovery and early work
3C 273 is the seond radio soure identied with a stellar objet (Hazard
MaKey & Shimmins 1963) and the rst for whih the emission lines were
identied with a redshifted Hydrogen sequene (Shmidt 1963). It was im-
mediately lear that if the redshift is a measure of the distane to the objet
its luminosity must be extraordinarily large. (Shmidt 1963) already reog-
nized the presene of a faint jet-like nebulousity. Early work on quasars has
been summarized in (Burbidge 1967) and 2 years later by (Shmidt 1969).
Early spetrosopi work interpreted the emission lines already identied in
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Figure 1: The ux per logarithmi frequeny internal ν · fν is grey oded for
all the frequenies and all the epohs sine 1975 for whih data available to us
have been obtained. (From Türler et al. in preparation, see setion 3). This
gure shows the vast amount of data that have been gathered but illustrates
also that most of the ν× epoh plane is not overed. A good understanding
of the objet would allow us to ondently extrapolate the observed data to
ll the gaps. This understanding is not available yet.
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the frame of the then familiar gaseous nebulae theory (Greenstein & Shmidt
1964). These authors found that the line emitting gas must have a temper-
ature of the order of 17 000K and eletron densities around 106m−3. It
must be stressed that there was then no distintion between the narrow and
broad line regions. These interpretations made it lear that the heavy ele-
ment abundanes must be lose to the values found in galati nebulae, hene
lose to those found in young stars. This was soon found to be a problem if
the objets were to be at the osmologial distanes suggested by their red-
shifts (Shklovsky 1964). Indeed in this ase it was reognized that the light
emitted by quasars must have originated when they were very young and it
was not expeted then that extensive stellar nuleosynthesis takes plae in so
short a time after the formation of strutures in the expanding Universe. It
now seems well established that star formation is losely assoiated with the
proess of aretion of matter from the galaxies to the very entral regions in
whih nulear ativity takes plae. Thus explaining why no nulear ativity
involving only Hydrogen and Helium is observed.
Soon after the disovery of 3C 273 as an unusual objet existing plate olle-
tions were used to obtain light urves. Using the Harvard (Smith & Hoeit
1963) and Pulkovo (Sharov & Efremov 1963) plate olletions it was then
realised that the objet had varied by a fator of approximately 2 in the
ourse of the preeding deades, although no suh variations had been ob-
served with the then modern data. Radio ux variations were also soon
found in one of the omponents of 3C 273 (Dent 1965).
It was also noted early that the ontinuum spetral energy distribution of
3C 273 (and Seyfert galaxies) might over all the known bands of the ob-
servable eletro-magneti spetrum. The emission is suh that roughly the
same amount of energy is observed in the dierent parts of the spetrum.
This remark followed the possible detetion of X-rays from 3C 273 reported
by (Friedman & Byram 1967) and the observation of an important infrared
ux (Paholzyk & Weymann 1968).
The main observational piees of the problems posed by quasars (extreme
luminosity, variability and hene ompatness and emission overing most of
the observable eletromagneti spetrum) were thus in plae in a very short
time after the rst identiation of point like radio soures with red shifted
optial soures.
The very unusual properties of 3C 273 and a few other quasi stellar soures
as ompared to any of the astrophysial objets then known (stars, nebulae,
supernovae et) provoked a wide variety of possible explanations summarized
in (Burbidge & Burbidge 1967). The neessity to use onepts very dierent
from those related to nulear proesses to explain the energy requirements
of Quasi Stellar Objets (QSOs), if these are at the distanes implied by
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their redshifts, even led to alternative ideas to explain the redshifts. These
interpretations beame less and less plausible when the assoiation of AGN
and quasars with galaxies in whih the emission and absorption line red-
shifts oinide and when absorption lines due to intervening matter also at
osmologial distane were disovered. It beame more and more evident
then that the energy released by matter when it is areted into the very
deep potential well assoiated with supermassive blak holes is at the origin
of the QSO phenomena. This idea had rst been suggested by (Zel'dovih &
Novikov 1964) and (Salpeter 1964) and has sine then beome the paradigm
in whih the theory of Ative Galati Nulei (AGN) develops.
3 Continuum Emission
The emission in the dierent bands of the eletro-magneti spetrum is de-
sribed in this setion, both spetral information and variability are dis-
ussed. Figures 2 and 3 give a representative subset of the light urves on
whih the desription of variability is based. These urves are uts at given
frequenies of the data presented in Fig. 1. We give at the end of the setion
the average overall spetral distribution (the projetion of the data in Fig. 1
on the frequeny axis). The data shown in Fig. 1 were olleted by several
groups, they will be desribed in some details in Türler et al. (in prepara-
tion) and made available on the web. In the following, data used and not
speially referened will be drawn from this olletion.
3.1 Radio Emission
Low frequeny (between 4.8 and 14.5GHz) radio observations of several
quasars inluding 3C 273 have been performed regularly at the University of
Mihigan Radio Astronomy Observatory (UMRAO). These data have been
desribed by (Aller et al. 1985). A further low frequeny monitoring (2.7
and 8.1GHz) from 1979 to 1987 is presented in (Waltman et al. 1991). The
main harateristis of the low frequeny emission are a ux of about 40 Jy
at 8GHz with 2% linear polarization. The light urve shows a broad mini-
mum that lasted approximately 2 years around 1980. At 14.5GHz the ux
dereased by a fator 2 at the deepest point.
The variability in this frequeny domain is further analysed in (Hughes et al.
1992) in terms of struture funtions. It is possible to measure, using stru-
ture funtions, the longest time on whih variability ours. The struture
funtion
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Figure 2: Light urves (ux as a funtion of time) for a representative set of
frequenies in the radio to infrared bands. These urves are (up to a fator
ν) vertial uts through Fig. 1.
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Figure 3: Light urves in the visible ultraviolet and X-ray bands. Data
from Fig. 1. The solid line in the lower panel is an extrapolation to 2 keV of
the BATSE light urve using an average spetral index.
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S(τ) =< (f(t+ τ)− f(t))2 >=
1
N
N∑
i=1
(f(ti + τ)− f(ti))
2,
N being the number of observations and ti the epoh of eah observation, is
given by the average of the square of the dierene of uxes (f ) observed
at two epohs separated by τ . The struture funtion thus inreases as a
funtion of τ as long as τ is less than the maximum timesale on whih the
soure varies. Beyond this maximum timesale the struture funtion is at,
and reets the square of the amplitude of variations. In the ase of 3C 273,
the low frequeny emission variability is suh that the longest relevant time
sale is longer than the data span available for the analysis, i.e. longer than
10 years.
At higher frequenies (from 22 to 87GHz) a dense and regular monitoring of a
sample of ative nulei inluding 3C 273 is performed at the Metsähovi Radio
Researh Station. This data set is desribed in (Teräsranta et al. 1992).
Radio emission at these frequenies shows an inrease in the amplitude of
the variations as ompared to the lower frequenies. At 22 and 37GHz, the
ux varies between 20 Jy and 60 Jy. This amplitude is indeed larger than
the fator 2 variability observed at lower frequenies. There are no periods
during whih the radio emission an be desribed as "quiesent" onto whih
"ares" would be superimposed. Rather, variation is the rule and not the
exeption.
The non thermal harater of the radio emission evidened by the spetral
energy distribution (see Fig. 4), the strong variability observed at high radio
frequenies and the polarization of the ux are three elements that undoubt-
edly identify the radio emission mehanism as synhrotron radiation. The
variability of the soures is one of the main elements to postulate that the rel-
ativisti eletrons emitting the synhrotron radiation are generated in shoks
assoiated with the jets (see (Marsher & Gear 1985) and referenes therein).
In this model shoks propagate along the jet from denser to less dense re-
gions. In this proess, the frequeny at whih the perturbed region beomes
optially thin dereases with time. It follows that the millimetre emission
inreases and the frequeny of the peak emission is displaed towards lower
frequenies. In the next stage, the region expands quasi adiabatially, the
radiation losses being less important. Flares are thus desribed by a ux
inrease in the millimetre domain that propagates to lower frequenies with
time. (See Türler et al in preparation for a 3-dimensional (ux versus time
and frequeny) representation of the model for average ares).
The spetral energy distribution is more omplex than a single power law
(Fig. 4). In many AGN the presene of broad humps as seen here at 10GHz
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Figure 4: The average radio-millimetre spetrum. Data from Fig. 1. Top
panel gives the ux density fν while the bottom panel gives ν · fν , the ux
per (natural) logarithmi frequeny interval.
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is taken as evidene for the presene of ool dust at large distane from the
ultraviolet soure of the nuleus. Here, the large amplitude of the variability
on short timesales (of the order of a year) indiates rather the superposition
of several synhrotron omponents.
It is possible to desribe the radio-millimetre ux variations up to frequenies
of 100GHz by a set of suessive independent events (Türler et al., work in
progress) in suh a way that the resulting light urves are all well desribed.
Eah event is parametrised by a rise time and a deay, a spetrum and
the time of the start of the event and its intensity. The deomposition is
performed by tting a set of ares (about 1 per year) simultaneously to
more than 10 light urves overing the spetrum from 0.3mm (1 000GHz)
to 10 m (3GHz) during the last 20 years. This method is able to isolate
individual outbursts and to derive their evolution as a funtion of both time
and frequeny. Preliminary results show that the observed properties of
a typial outburst in 3C 273 are in good qualitative agreement with the
predited properties by shok models in relativisti jet like those of (Marsher
& Gear 1985).
3.2 Millimetre and infrared emission
Figure 5 gives the average spetrum between 1011 Hz and 1014Hz extrated
from Fig. 1. This ontinuum spetral energy distribution is haraterised by
a power law of index of 0.7±0.1 (between 10µm and 100µm) and a "bump"
around a few mirons (see below).
Early infrared data are presented in (Neugebauer et al. 1979) and in (Rieke
& Lebofsky 1979). (Neugebauer et al. 1979) note that the 3µm ux of
3C 273 and other quasars is in exess of a power law that would link the
1µm and the far infrared uxes. They suggest that this bump (easier to
see in the ν · fν representation) around 3µm may be due to the presene
of heated dust, the emission of whih is superimposed on the non thermal
emission that extends smoothly from the radio domain. A similar onlusion
is reahed by (Allen 1980). The presene of dust within the nuleus might
also explain the ratio of Lyα to Hα uxes whih is an order of magnitude less
than the theoretial preditions (Hyland et al. 1978). Dust loated within
the line emitting region ould, aording to these authors, lower this line
ratio through reddening eets. Indeed, even small amounts of reddening
will onsiderably derease the Lyα ux while the Hα ux will remain nearly
unperturbed. Continuum observations suggest, however, that this dust does
not redden the ontinuum in the same way. There is in fat no indiation
of substantial reddening in either the UV domain or the X-ray domain (see
below) in exess to that aused within our Galaxy.
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Figure 5: The average millimetre-infrared spetrum of 3C 273. Data from
Fig. 1. Panels as in Fig. 4.
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3.2.1 Variability of the millimetre-IR emission.
The rst observation of a millimetre outburst in 3C 273 is desribed in (Rob-
son et al. 1983) who followed the spetral energy distribution throughout
the event. This was subsequently interpreted by the model based on a shok
in an expanding jet mentioned above (Marsher & Gear 1985). Although the
model is probably too simplisti to be diretly appliable, it remains one of
the main tools to understand the radio and millimetre variability of 3C 273
and other soures.
The millimetre observations of 3C 273 in 1986 showed (Robson et al. 1986)
that the sub-millimetre ux ould also derease to levels well below that nor-
mally observed. This happenened while the infrared ux remained onstant
at wavelengths shorter than 10µm. The radio-millimetre emission of 3C 273
is thought to be due to synhrotron emission. Energeti synhrotron emit-
ting eletrons radiating at high frequenies loose their energy faster than less
energeti eletrons radiating at lower frequenies. The behaviour observed
in 1986 is therefore in ontradition with expetations based on synhrotron
emission. This result rmly established the presene of another omponent
in the infrared ontinuum of 3C 273. The small amplitude of the variations
in the near infrared and the arguments desribed above strongly suggest that
this omponent is due to dust lose to the sublimation temperature.
The infrared emission of 3C 273 is due to 2 very dierent omponents. On
one side, the dust that has already been mentioned and on the other a rapidly
aring omponent that is observed only during short but violent events (see
Fig. 2). This ativity was observed for the rst time in 1988 (Courvoisier et
al. 1988). The ux variations observed then are suh that, assuming isotropi
emission, the luminosity hanges are about 6 ·1040 ergs s−2. The polarization
during the are (few perent) was muh larger than during quiesent periods.
Both the strong variations and the high polarization imply that this aring
omponent is of synhrotron origin. Using the variability timesale in the
K band and assuming that the emission is due to eletrons ooling through
synhrotron emission, (Courvoisier et al. 1988) dedued that the magneti
eld was of the order of 1 Gauss and the Lorentz fator of the eletrons
emitting the are of the order of 104. It was later established that these
ares may be at the origin of new omponents in the VLBI jet of 3C 273
(see Set. 6.2). A similar are probably ourred in 1990 (see Fig. 2), as an
be seen in the long term light urves. It is not possible to study the duty
yle or the frequeny of this ativity, as the ares are very short and the
ux during the ares is extremely variable. The ares are therefore easily
missed in long term sets of observations whih do not have a suiently
dense sampling to systematially ath the events.
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It is interesting to note that the energy radiated during the synhrotron are
of 1988 is of the order of 1051 ergs (an isotropi ux of 20 mJy in a band
width of 1µ in the near infrared at a distane of 1Gp for about 1 day)
and to onsider whether the radiated energy ould have been stored in the
magneti eld. The energy available in a magneti eld of about one Gauss
as dedued in (Courvoisier et al. 1988) over a volume of a few light days
aross is of the order of 1046 ergs, insuient to explain the are. Another
possible energy soure is the kineti energy of mass ejetion. Assuming a
mildly relativisti veloity of 0.1  deelerated in about one day as the are
energy soure one estimates that about 6 · 1026 g must be deelerated and
produe synhrotron radiation with a 100% eieny to explain the observed
luminosity variations. This is the mass areted by the entral blak hole
every seond (see Set. 8). These estimates would need to be modied
if the radiating material was moving at relativisti veloities and emitting
non-isotropially.
The millimetre ativity linked to the rapid ares is also very violent. The
infrared variations do not formally require that the emitting eletrons have
a bulk relativisti motion. The millimetre emission assoiated with these
ares annot, however, be understood in terms of synhrotron ooling by
a stati soure in a onstant magneti eld (Robson et al. 1993). Indeed
the millimetre ativity of 3C 273 is partiularly omplex with many ares
of dierent harateristi times. The spetrum of individual ares and their
evolution annot, therefore, be ondently extrated.
3.3 The blue bump
Seyfert galaxies and quasars are generally haraterized by an exess emis-
sion in the optial UV region of the spetrum when ompared to the high
frequeny extrapolation of the infrared ontinuum. 3C 273 is no exeption.
This exess has been alled the blue bump or the big blue bump to distin-
guish it from a smaller bump due to blended FeII lines. We will use the rst
name here. Figure 6 gives the average spetrum obtained in the optial and
ultraviolet domains.
It has been proposed by (Shields 1978) that the blue bump might be due to
thermal emission from the surfae of an optially thik but geometrially thin
aretion dis. The struture of these diss in whih the energy released at
eah radius is the gravitational energy loally lost by the gas spiraling inward
had been alulated by (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973). The emitted spetrum is
the superposition of blak bodies of temperatures dereasing from the inner
radius to the outer radius of the dis. (Ulrih 1980) and (Malkan & Sargent
1982) tted the observed blue bump emission with this model whih they
13
Figure 6: The average optial-ultraviolet spetrum. Data from Fig. 1. Panels
as in Fig. 4.
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approximated by a single temperature blakbody. The temperatures they
dedued from the ts were 21 000K and 26 000K respetively. The size of the
soure was estimated from the Stephan-Boltzmann law to be lose to 1016 m
using the observed ux and assuming as we do here H0 = 50 km/sMp
and isotropi emission. More detailed attempts to represent the optial-
ultraviolet emission of 3C 273 using standard aretion dis models followed.
The blue bump is broader than the spetrum of a single blak body. A-
retion diss do have a distribution of temperatures. Fits to the data there-
fore improved when dis models replaed single temperature representations
(Malkan 1983). The aretion dis models an be parametrized in terms of
the entral mass of the blak hole and the aretion rate. (Malkan 1983)
obtained from his t to the 3C 273 optial and UV data a mass between 2
and 5 108 solar masses for the mass of the blak hole and an aretion rate M˙
between 4 and 12 solar masses per year. The resulting ratio of the luminosity
to the Eddington luminosity (the luminosity for whih gravitational attra-
tion and radiation pressure balane eah other) was slightly larger than 1.
It must be noted that these ts depend on the assumptions made for the
underlying omponents. Dierent extrapolations of the infrared ux onto
whih the blue bump is added lead to dierent blue bump spetral energy
distributions to be tted by the models (Camenzind & Courvoisier 1984).
These early papers were followed by a large eort in whih dierent assump-
tions were made to desribe the omponents other than the dis emission (in
partiular the possibly underlying extrapolation of the infrared omponent
and the free bound emission were taken into aount). Meanwhile the a-
retion dis models grew more omplete, inluding optially thin parts and
a orona. These models an aount for many features of the blue bump
emission of quasars and are a natural onsequene of aretion of matter
with some angular momentum provided that an adequate soure of visosity
is available to transport angular momentum towards the outer regions of the
nuleus. (Czerny 1994) provides a review of the arguments in favour of these
models.
There are, however, a number of diulties with the aretion dis model
in the ase of 3C 273 and other well studied Seyfert galaxies (Courvoisier
& Clavel 1991). These diulties relate to the shape of the ontinuum
emission, the dependene of this shape on the luminosity of the objets and
the variations observed in the blue bump emission (see below).
3.3.1 The variability of the blue bump
There exists a very long history of observations of 3C 273 beginning in 1887.
The objet is indeed bright enough to be measurable on a large number of
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photographi plates. The data up to 1980 have been olleted, homogenised
and analysed by (Angione & Smith 1985). This light urve shows variations
by more than one magnitude and no stritly periodial signal.
The optial-ultraviolet emission of 3C 273 varies on many timesales. One
form of variation, that due to the synhrotron ares, has already been men-
tioned when the infrared variations were disussed. The synhrotron ares
are indeed observed at higher frequenies than the near infrared into the
optial domain (Courvoisier et al. 1988). Outside of the periods of intense
aring the ontribution of the synhrotron emission to the blue bump is neg-
ligible. This an be dedued from the fat observed by (Robson et al. 1986)
that the near infrared emission is not aeted when the synhrotron ux
dereases. The synhrotron power law beeing steeper than the blue dump
spetrum will ontribute less to the blue bump than to the near infrared
emission. Sine its ontribution is not measured in the near infrared it will
therefore indeed be negligible ompared to the other omponents making the
blue bump.
Ultraviolet variability of 3C 273 was rst disussed by (Courvoisier & Ulrih
1985). This disussion was expanded using 9 years of IUE data in (Ulrih
et al. 1988). This work showed that it is not possible to aount for the
hanges in the ontinuum spetral energy distribution by a variable uniform
absorbing medium. Indeed suh a medium would have to alter its reddening
law (hene its omposition) at the dierent epohs at whih the ux varied.
Dierene spetra showed that the variations are more pronouned at short
wavelengths and ould be aounted for by a blak body of 3-6 104K that
hanges its emitting area. The reent data desribed below suggests more
omplex interpretations for the optial-ultraviolet variations.
The blue bump variability an now be well desribed using the 10 years of
intense monitoring at optial and UV bands obtained sine 1985 and shown in
Figs. 1 and 3. Analysis of these data (Paltani 1995) and (Paltani et al. 1998)
in terms of a struture funtion shows that the longest timesale on whih
the soure varies is slightly shorter than a year at the shortest wavelengths
available with IUE (1 200Å) and longer than 3 years (i.e. longer than a third
of the available timespan of ontrolled photometri observations) in the V
band.
A ross orrelation analysis of the light urves shows, furthermore, that all
the light urves are very well orrelated at short lags (less than a month, see
below) but that a seondary orrelation peak monotonially inreases when
longer wavelength light urves are orrelated with the 1200Å light urve.
Both of the above observations indiate that the blue bump variations are of
a omplex nature and annot be due to a single physial omponent. Indeed,
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a single omponent like a blak body of variable emitting area, is expeted
to show the same variation timesales at dierent wavelengths. (Paltani &
Walter 1996) have proposed a deomposition into two omponents for a set
of AGN inluding 3C 273 based on the suggestion that one omponent is
stable or at least varies on timesales muh longer than the other and that
the spetral energy distributions of both remain stable, the variability being
due to the hanges of the relative normalisation. This deomposition has the
interesting side benet of giving a very high signal to noise spetrum that
allows the measurement of the reddening, in the ase of 3C 273 EB−V =
0.038, ompatible with galati reddening.
At very short lags, the lag of the peak of the ross orrelation between the
1200Å light urve with those at longer wavelengths inreases with wave-
length. The lag is of 2 days at 2 000Å and 10 days for the V band (Paltani
et al. 1998). These lags, although probably signiantly dierent from zero
(note that it is diult to give a formal unertainty on the lag at whih
a ross orrelation peaks) is many orders of magnitudes less than that ex-
peted from visously heated aretion dis models (Courvoisier & Clavel
1991). This result is insensitive to the details of the models and is also valid
for other temperature distributions than those of standard aretion diss.
In partiular the lag is muh shorter than the sound travel time in the are-
tion dis between the hot regions emitting the UV ux and the ooler regions
emitting the V band ux. The lag between the UV and optial light urves
of a few days implies that if an aretion dis is present it must be heated
by an external soure rather than by the internal dissipation of gravitational
energy in an optially thik medium. More generally, this result states that
the ausal onnetion between the hot and ool regions that form the blue
bump (i.e. those emitting in the ultraviolet and those emitting in the visible)
must be based on information transported at speeds lose to that of light.
This observation is similar to that obtained for those Seyfert galaxies for
whih adequate data have been obtained.
The fat that the energy soure should be loated outside the dis has several
impliations. First the standard dis struture and spetra as dedued using
the loal gravitational energy dissipation (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973) is not
appliable, seondly the origin of the heating soure must be sought. In other
words, one should nd a way of radiating the energy freed by the aretion
proess outside the dis.
One possibility that has been studied is the presene of hot oronae sur-
rounding the diss (Haardt et al. 1994). In this paper Haardt et al. onsider
a strutured orona in whih a fration of the aretion power is released
through magneti interations. The hot blobs in the orona reproess a
fration of the dis soft photons to X-rays.
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3.4 X and gamma-ray emission
(Bowyer et al. 1970) have reported the rst onvining evidene for X-ray
emission from 3C 273 using a ollimator instrument on a sounding roket.
This result was onrmed by Uhuru measurements reported by (Kellog et
al. 1971). In a 1977 review (Gursky & Shwartz 1977) state that 3C 273 is
still the only quasar reliably assoiated with an X-ray soure and that it is
not ertain that X-ray emission is a harateristi of ative galati nulei in
general. This has hanged sine then, X-ray emission is one of the important
emission omponents of all lasses of AGN. 3C 273 has thus been observed,
often many times, by all X-ray satellites. We present here the X-ray data
to about 10 keV obtained by Einstein (Wilkes & Elvis 1987), EXOSAT,
GINGA (both reported in (Turner et al. 1990)), ROSAT (Leah MHardy
& Papadakis 1995) and (Walter et al. 1994), ASCA (Yaqoob et al. 1994) and
SAX (Grandi et al. 1997) and higher energy data as disussed in (Maisak
et al. 1992) for HEXE data, (Bassani et al. 1992) for SIGMA data and
(MNaron-Brown et al. 1995) for OSSE data.
This emission has 4 features (see Fig. 7): A steep low energy omponent
that emerges from the interstellar absorption alled the soft exess, a straight
power law that extends to about 1MeV (whih we will all the medium energy
omponent) on whih a weak Fe line appears and a steeper power law above
about 1MeV (alled the high energy omponent in the following).
3.4.1 The soft exess
Low energy X-ray data on many AGN annot be tted by extrapolation of
the power law that is used to desribe the medium energy omponent. The
ux observed at low energies (. 0.5 keV) is systematially larger than that
predited by this extrapolation. Sine the presene of old matter along the
line of sight dereases the low energy X-ray ux we an dedue that there
are no large amounts of old material in exess of that within our Galaxy.
The soft exess (ommon also in Seyfert galaxies) is poorly haraterized
as it extends into the low energy region in whih the ux is ompletely
absorbed by interstellar matter, beause only few energy resolution elements
are available (this is expeted to hange with the launh of the XMM satellite
in 1999) and beause the amount of absorbing matter on the line of sight
is not known. One way of tting the data is by an optially thin thermal
emission model of k · T ≃ 0.2 keV, another is to use a power law of photon
index -2.7 (Leah MHardy & Papadakis 1995). These ts should be taken
as a mathematial desription of the shape of the emission rather than as a
true physial desription of the emission.
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Figure 7: The average X and gamma-ray spetrum. Data from Fig. 1. Panels
as in Fig. 4.
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Simultaneous observations in the UV and X-ray domains in a set of objets
inluding 3C 273 (Walter et al. 1994) and (Walter & Fink 1993) indiate that
the parameters of the soft exess and those of the blue bump are orrelated.
Should this be onrmed, it would show that the soft exess is the high energy
tail of the blue bump. This high energy end of the blue bump would then
our at roughly the same energy for nulei of very dierent luminosities, a
fat unexpeted in standard aretion dis models in whih the maximum
temperature is expeted to derease with the 1/4 power of the luminosity
(Courvoisier & Clavel 1991).
3.4.2 The medium energy omponent
At energies higher than about 0.5 keV, the spetrum is well desribed by
a single power law extending to the MeV region. There is no hint of any
urvature in this spetrum, ontrary to preditions of models in whih the
X-ray ux is in part reeted by the surfae of a ool dis. These latter
models predit the presene of a so-alled reetion hump orresponding to
the Compton reetion of the primary omponent. This hump is observed in
many Seyfert galaxies (Mushotzky Done & Pounds 1993), but not in 3C 273
(Maisak et al. 1992), (Grandi et al. 1997). This result is surprising beause
3C 273 has a bright blue bump. Indeed, reproessing models (models in
whih the blue bump emission is due to a dis heated by an external X-ray
soure) predit that an important blue bump would be linked to the presene
of re-proessing signatures also in the X-ray domain.
The spetral slope of this omponent is typially 0.5 and shows evidene for
some variations (see below). As a result, the energy radiated per logarithmi
energy interval (ν · fν) peaks at the energy at whih the spetral break is
observed, i.e. around 1MeV.
3.4.3 The Fe line
A further signature of X-ray reproessing by old material is the presene
of a uoresene emission line at 6.4 keV. There is some evidene for the
presene of a weak line at this energy in the X-ray spetrum of 3C 273.
One of the GINGA observations (in July 1987) showed evidene for the
line at the 99% ondene level. The line equivalent width was 50 eV, the
orresponding line ux was 4.5 ± 2.5 10−5 photons m−2 s−1 (Turner et al.
1990). The other GINGA observations reported by (Turner et al. 1990)
provided only upper limits to the line ux ompatible with the one of July
1987. Sine the ontinuum ux had varied signiantly this means that
the line equivalent width did vary. A further line detetion is reported by
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(Grandi et al. 1997) in a SAX observation in July 1996. The equivalent
width was 30±12 eV. Other observations, by EXOSAT and ASCA provided
only upper limits (Turner et al. 1990) and (Yaqoob et al. 1994). This
somewhat onfused set of measurements probably means that there is a
weak line present in the emission of the quasar but that the data available
do not allow us to perform a onvining analysis of the line variability nor of
its relationship with the ontinuum variations. This study will be of prime
importane to understand where the old matter emitting the uoresene
line is loated with respet to the primary X-ray soure.
3.4.4 The high energy omponent
Early gamma ray detetions were due to the Cos-B satellite. The soure was
identied in the data from the position oinidene of a ompat soure (i.e.
a soure not resolved by Cos-B) with the position of the quasar (Swanenburg
et al. 1978), (Bignami et al. 1981).
The ux above a few MeV is well desribed by a power law of index 1.4±0.1
(Lihti et al. 1995). This index has been shown to vary between 1.2±0.2 and
2.2±0.5 (von Montigny et al. 1997), hardening with inreasing ux (we give
here energy spetral indies rather than photon indies to remain onsequent
with the disussion of the spetrum at lower energies). Quite expetedly, the
spetral index around 1MeV is between the X-ray spetral index and the one
observed at higher energies as it is in this region that the spetrum steepens
from a slope of about 0.5 to to one of 1.5. It must be stressed that the high
energy omponent desribed here is a power law and not an exponential ut-
o of the medium energy omponent. This spetral break is an important
onstraint to any model, it is larger than 0.5, the value expeted from simple
one omponent Compton ooling models. Models for the high gamma-ray
emission of beamed AGN inlude the relativisti eletron positron beam
model of (Marowith et al. 1995). In this model the emerging emission is
due to inverse Compton proess of relativisti eletron position pairs on the
soft photons from the aretion dis. The observed spetral break is due to
the energy dependene of the gamma-ray photosphere dened by the optial
depth to pair prodution being equal to one. A further model is suggested by
(Mannheim 1994) and (Mannheim 1993) in whih ultra relativisti protons
generate gamma ray photons via pion and pair photo prodution.
Several andidate models have been tted to the data by (Lihti et al. 1995)
and (von Montigny et al. 1997). They are all based on the assumption
that the gamma ray omponent is emitted by eletrons or/and hadrons in
the relativisti jet. This assumption is due to the remark that the high
energy photon density estimated from the observed ux and the time sale of
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variability implies that the eletron-positron pair prodution optial depth
is onsiderably larger than one. This would imply that the high energy
photons annot esape from the soure region. This is formally desribed by
the dimensionless ompatness parameter l:
l =
σ · L
mc3 ·R
,
where σ is the pair prodution ross setion, L the luminosity and R the
size of the soure as dedued from the soure variability timesale. Using
σ ≃ σThompson, a variability time sale of 0.5 days as given by the Ariel
V measurement desribed below and a maximum observed gamma ray lu-
minosity, (Lihti et al. 1995) dedue a ompatness of 210, implying that
the optial depth of the region to pair prodution (= l/4pi) is muh larger
than 1. Using a more established variability time sale for the medium en-
ergy omponent of several days does relieve the ompatness question and
lessen the justiation for identifying the high energy emission of 3C 273
with the relativisti jet. It should be noted, however, that in other soures,
the BL Las observed at very high energy, the ompatness is suh that the
gamma ray emission must be emitted by strongly relativisti jets, justifying
a similar assumption also in the ase of 3C 273.
3.4.5 X-ray variability
The X-ray ux of 3C 273 varies onsiderably. The rst report of this vari-
ability is by (Marshall et al. 1981) who deteted an 80% ux inrease in a
40 000s Ariel V observation. This is the only report of very strong and short
ux variation in 3C 273. Sine Ariel V was not an imaging instrument, there
is a possibility of soure onfusion. This result is therefore in strong need of
onrmation by an imaging instrument.
The ux of the soft exess has been found (Courvoisier et al. 1987) to be
variable in time and to vary independently of the medium energy omponent.
(Courvoisier et al. 1990) reported a variability of 4% in about 17 hours in
the medium energy omponent observed by EXOSAT. (Leah MHardy &
Papadakis 1995) analysed 14 ROSAT observations. They onrm that the
soft and medium energy X-ray omponents vary independently and reported
their fastest variations to be by about 20% in 2 days in the soft energy band
(0.1-2.4 keV) observed by ROSAT.
The 2-10 keV ux observed by EXOSAT and GINGA indiate variations from
0.60 · 10−10 to 1.68 · 10−10 ergs m−2 s−1 for the medium energy omponent.
This was obtained with 13 observations spanning about 5 years. The result-
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ing light urve is hopelessly undersampled, preventing any desription of the
ux variations.
This data set also provided evidene that the spetral slope in the same
energy domain varies by small but signiant amounts. The spetral slope is
not orrelated with the ux but is anti-orrelated with the logarithm of the
2-10 keV ount rate divided by the UV photon rate (Walter & Courvoisier
1992). This result is interpreted in this paper as being the signature that
the medium energy X-ray omponent is due to a thermal Comptonisation
proess of the UV photons by an eletron population of about 1MeV overing
a few perent of the UV soure with an optial depth of 10-20%. Work in
progress shows that when using the BATSE data as displayed in Fig. 2
one nds a weaker anti-orrelation between the spetral slope. This work
should, however,take into aount the delay between the UV and the X-
ray light urves. This delay (disussed below) indiates that the UV ux
Comptonised in the hot regions may not be that observed simultaneously,
but rather the UV ux observed about 2 years earlier. This may not have
had muh eet in the early phases of the monitoring beause the UV ux
was relatively quiet ompared with later epohs.
3.5 The Overall ontinuum spetral energy distribution
Having studied the emission omponents separately we an now put all these
elements together. To do so we present in Fig. 8 the average spetrum
obtained by projeting all the data of Fig. 1 onto the frequeny axis. Figure 8
also gives the same data but in the form of ν · fν versus ν. It is striking
that the ux per logarithmi interval is nearly onstant over more than ten
deades of frequeny, another way of expressing that to the rst order the
emission is proportional to ν−1. In the seond order, it is striking to see two
maxima in the ν · fν versus ν distribution at roughly the same level, one in
the far ultraviolet and the other at about 1MeV.
Integrating the spetrum one an dedue the total ux in the average spe-
trum and the bolometri luminosity of 3C 273. One nds a total ux of
1.9 · 10−9 ergs s−1 m−2 and assuming isotropi emission, H0 = 50 km/(s
Mp), Ω = 1 and q0 = 0.5 one nds a luminosity of 2.2 · 10
47
ergs s
−1
.
(Türler et al in preparation).
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Figure 8: Overall average spetrum of 3C 273 (rst panel). This orresponds
to a projetion onto the frequeny axis of all data in gure 1. The bottom
panel shows the same data as above but represented as ν · fν versus ν.
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4 The multi-wavelength approah to the ontinuum
emission
Studying eah omponent or equivalently the observations in individual spe-
tral domains provides information on the physial proesses at the origin of
the omponents. It does not, however, provide a full piture in whih it
is possible to see how the gravitational energy released by aretion is dis-
tributed between the various ooling hannels, nor does it allow us to desribe
the respetive geometrial arrangements of the omponents or their physial
relationships. Correlated studies aross the omplete eletromagneti spe-
trum are neessary for this researh. 3C 273 is a prime soure for these
studies as it is bright in all bands and loated lose to the elestial equator.
Both harateristis provide for ease of aess with many instruments.
An early and surprising result was obtained by (Courvoisier et al. 1990) who
showed that the UV light urve leads the radio emission by a few months.
This result is onrmed by ontinued monitoring (Courvoisier 1997) and may
be understood if the blue band ux is a signature of the aretion proess
(and hene of the energy release) and the radio (synhrotron) emission one of
the ooling hannels loated at some distane from the entral blak hole. In
this ase and assuming that part of the aretion energy is arried along the
VLBI jet (desribed in Set. 6.2) and with its veloity from the entral soure
to the loation of the radio emission, the observed delay of approximately
0.4 year an be used to estimate the distane D at whih the radio (22GHz)
ux is emitted:
D = c ·∆t · (
1
βj
− cos θj)
−1,
where βj = 0.95 is the VLBI jet veloity divided by c and cos θj = 0.95
the osine of the jet angle with respet to the line of sight (Davis Unwin &
Muxlow1991). These data imply that the radio emission is loated some 4
light years from the entral soure along the jet.
(Clements et al 1995) have also performed a orrelation analysis of the blue
bump and radio light urves. They used photographi photometry from
the Rosemarie Hill observatory taken from 1974 to 1992, radio data from
the University of Mihigan Radio Astronomy Observatory and data from
the Algonquin Radio Observatory from 1966 to 1990. Cross orrelating the
optial and radio light urves does not provide a signiant signal at any lag.
This stems most probably from three fators. The blue bump light urve
is undersampled and was obtained from B band observations rather than
ultraviolet. Furthermore the radio light urve is at 10GHz, less than that
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used in the preeding analysis. At lower radio frequenies, the light urves
are smoother and the amplitude of the variations dereases (Teräsranta et al.
1992). This eet probably smoothes the variations in 3C 273 to the point
at whih the orrelation with the optial variations is lost. It is interesting
to note, however, that (Clements et al 1995) and (Tornikoski et al. 1994) do
nd signiant orrelations between the radio and the optial light urves
in several other objets. The optial light urves always lead the radio light
urves. Typial lags are of the order of several months similar to those
obtained in the ase of 3C 273.
Using the radio and ultraviolet data, one may also wonder whether it is
possible that 3C 273 is a mis-direted BL La objet. Indeed 3C 273 has a
strong synhrotron soure emitting in the radio and millimetre domain and
a superluminal jet. Both are harateristi of BL La objets. Were the
blue bump and the emission lines overwhelmed by the synhrotron emission,
one might well lassify 3C 273 as a BL La type objet. For this to be the
ase, the synhrotron omponent should, however, be boosted by a fator
larger than 103 (Courvoisier 1988). The resulting radio ux would then be
larger than 3 · 104 Jy, a highly improbable ux. It would thus appear that
the presene of a strong blue bump and bright emission lines is an intrinsi
dierene between BL La objets and quasars like 3C 273 rather than due
to orientation eets.
The relation of the UV with the X-ray emission is of onsiderable interest
to test reproessing models. One aspet of this orrelation has already been
disussed when the slope of the X-ray omponent was ompared to the ra-
tio of X-ray to UV photons. Cross orrelating the IUE and BATSE light
urves, one nds a very signiant orrelation peak at a lag indiating that
the X-ray light urve follows the UV light urve by 1.75 years and no sig-
niant orrelation lose to zero lag (Paltani et al. 1998). Assuming that
this result represents a physial reality rather than a hane ourrene of
features in the light urves, (Paltani et al. 1998) onlude that the Comp-
tonising X-ray emitting medium ould be heated in a shoked region formed
in a mildly relativisti wind at about 1 p from the entral soure, in good
agreement with the model proposed by (Courvoisier & Camenzind 1989) and
desribed in Set. 8. It is, however, also possible to apply models in whih
the Comptonising medium is loated on the surfae of the soft photon soure
(e.g. on the surfae of an aretion dis). In this ase, the ux orrelation
annot have a physial meaning and, provided that the temperature of the
plasma is known (e.g. from (Walter & Courvoisier 1992)), one dedues an
X-ray spetral slope as a funtion of time assuming a variable optial depth
in reasonable agreement with the existing data.
Looking at the orrelations between the X-ray and the radio light urves,
one nds no signiant orrelation at zero lag (Courvoisier et al. 1990),
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(Courvoisier 1998). This indiates that the X-rays annot be due to a simple
synhrotron self-Compton proess in whih the radio photons are sattered
by the same eletron population that produed them in the rst plae. The
light urves now available indiate that the medium energy X-ray and radio
omponents are orrelated when the X-rays emission follows the radio by 2.2
years. This result is however, based on a dominant are in the X-ray light
urve, it remains then to be seen whether it proves solid with time.
Taken at fae value the data presently available indiate that the UV ux
leads all the other omponents. The typial delays are of the order of one or
very few years. This result is in strong need of onrmation. It will, however,
take many years of areful multi-wavelength observations to do so. This
result would onsiderably strengthen the onjeture that the UV emission is
a signature of the aretion and that the released energy is transported from
the entral regions of the gravitational potential well to the regions where it
is radiated by relativisti or near relativisti ows.
5 Line Emission
Line emission is one of the dening properties of quasars. It has also been
one of the main lines of researh over the last three deades. The information
ontent of the spetrum is -trivially- riher in the lines than in the ontinuum.
Unfortunately, the information gained from the emission line does not allow
researhers to gain muh understanding on the mehanisms at the origin of
the radiation. This must be obtained out of the relatively information poor
ontinuum. What the information provided by the lines allows us to do is to
desribe the gas surrounding the energy soure. This inludes a desription
of the physial state of the gas (temperature, density, ionization level), of
its kinematis through the width of lines and of its geometrial arrangement
(lling fator) through the equivalent width of the lines. A general review
of these inferenes an be found in (Peterson 1997) and (Netzer 1990). A
detailed t to all line features in 3C 273 an be found in (Wills Netzer &
Wills 1985).
The lassial piture is that the lines are formed in a set of photoionized
"louds" in rapid movement around the entral blak hole. The smoothness
of the lines implies that the number of louds must be large. How large is
however not known yet (see Dietrih et al. in preparation). The ontinuum
at the origin of the photoionization is normally assoiated with the entral
soure.
Whereas one would expet that the study of the line intensity ratios should
be able to provide a desription of the ionizing ontinuum (sine the lines
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ome from elements that have dierent ionizing potentials) partiularly in the
unobservable part of the spetrum between 912Å and ∼0.1 keV few onrete
results have emerged (Binette et al. 1988), (Krolik et al. 1988).
(Wills Netzer & Wills 1985) laim that the photoionization models they
use represent well all the line features of the quasars they desribe with
the notable exeption of the FeII line blends observed in the optial and
UV parts of the spetrum. 3C 273 is no exeption to this "FeII problem".
Expeted values for the intensity ratios of FeII lines to Lyα is of 0.3-0.5
(Netzer 1990) whereas the observed ratio (orreted for a reddening AV =
0.16 orresponding to the galati reddening E(B−V ) = 0.05 as used in (Ulrih
et al. 1988)) is slightly larger than 1 (Wills Netzer & Wills 1985). Clearly,
assuming a more important intrinsi reddening will tilt the FeII lines to
Lyα ratio to smaller values, lessening the problem; there is, however no
reason to assume a large intrinsi reddening (see above). This problem is
as of yet unsolved and may point to additional energy soures in the broad
line louds (e.g. mehanial heating) and/or to a more omplex struture of
the broad line region than envisaged in most photoionization alulations
(Collin-Sourin & Lasota 1988).
Whatever the details of the ts and the agreement of the line intensities
with various photoionization models, a very important point is that the
heavy element abundanes are large, in some instanes larger than solar.
This indiates that the gas surrounding quasars, and in partiular 3C 273,
has been going through one or several generations of star formation and
explosion before being found in the very inner regions of the galaxies hosting
the quasar.
5.1 Line variability
Some arefully designed observation ampaigns using the IUE satellite and
additional ground based data have shown that the emission line variations
in Seyfert galaxies follow those of the ontinuum. The lag is short and
inreases as the level of ionization dereases. The amplitude of the variations
in the high ionization lines and in partiular of Lyα are similar to those of
the ontinuum. See (Peterson 1993) and referenes therein for a review of
these results. This is one of the strongest arguments demonstrating that the
emission lines are indeed due to photoionization of gas lose to the ontinuum
soure.
In 3C 273, the piture is quite dierent. Whereas the UV ontinuum varies
by a fator of about 2 (see above), the amplitude of the Lyα variations
is only 15% or less (Ulrih, Courvoisier & Wamsteker 1993), (Ulrih et al.
1988), (O'Brien et al. 1989). (O'Brien et al. 1989) studied the timesale
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of the Lyα variations and the possible Lyα ontinuum orrelations. They
laimed that the observed timesales are less than one year and that there
is some orrelation between line and ontinuum variations. The existene of
suh orrelations and the measurement of any lag between ontinuum and
line light urves using variations as small as those observed in 3C 273 are,
however, barely possible based on the IUE data base (Ulrih, Courvoisier &
Wamsteker 1993). The small amplitude of the line variations ompared with
the ontinuum variations is onrmed by a study of the IUE data on 3C 273
up to 1991 by (Türler & Courvoisier 1997) whih shows that when perform-
ing a prinipal omponent analysis of the spetra of 3C 273, the prinipal
omponent does not show a line, but only the ontinuum. This analysis,
ontrary to previous ones onsidered all the spetra of a single objet as the
matrix in whih the prinipal omponent is to be sought. The prinipal om-
ponent then gives for the given objet the most variable "spetrum". The
result obtained for 3C 273 is in ontrast with other well studied objets for
whih the prinipal omponent has the same shape as the average broad line.
In the ase of 3C 273 the prinipal omponent is essentially at, indiating
that the ontinuum varies, not the lines. This is possibly due to the fat that
in 3C 273, an intrinsially bright objet, the broad line region is further from
the entral soure than the harateristi time of the ontinuum variations
(of the order of a year) times the veloity of light.
6 The Jet
There are two very dierent aspets to the jet in 3C 273. One is the small
sale jet observed with VLBI tehniques and showing superluminal motions.
The other is the long jet visible at radio, optial and X-ray photon energies
from 12′′ to 22′′ from the ore at a position angle of 222◦.
6.1 The radio-optial jet
It was already lear at the time of the identiation of 3C 273 with an optial
objet that the radio soure had two omponents alled A and B (Hazard
MaKey & Shimmins 1963) and that the optial ounterpart was oinident
with the B omponent. The optial ounterpart had some luminosity in
the form of a jet extending in the diretion of the A omponent and ending
preisely at its position, (Shmidt 1963). This established from the earliest
time that 3C 273 has a one-sided jet. No ounterjet has ever been disovered
either at radio or at optial wavelengths.
Modern MERLIN and VLA maps and polarization have been presented in
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(Conway et al. 1993). At radio frequenies, the jet ux inreases monoton-
ially from the inner radius to a peak loated at roughly 21′′ from the ore
and then falls steeply. The behaviour is very similar for wavelengths between
2 m and 73 m. The polarization at 6 m is suh that the B-eld is parallel
to the jet axis exept at the point of maximum ux (the so alled hot spot)
where it is perpendiular to the jet axis. At other wavelengths the polar-
ization is qualitatively similar. The maximum polarization is approximately
20% with three spots along the ridge at 14′′, 17.5′′ and 20.3′′ from the ore
where the level of polarization is very low.
The optial jet is more strutured than the radio jet, it is a suession of
bright spots and regions of weaker emission. Most modern work on the jet
uses a simple denomination for the hot spots given by (Lelièvre et al. 1984).
The spot nearest to the ore is labeled A, the subsequent spots are B, C and
D. Subsequent work at higher angular resolution then subdivides the spots
in sub-units. Figs. 9 and 10 give an optial image of the jet and labels the
main spots.
Reent optial data on the jet of 3C 273 and a detailed omparison with
the radio morphology and polarization of the jet are presented in (Roeser
& Meisenheimer 1991), (Roeser et al. 1996a), (Bahall et al. 1995) and in
(Roeser et al. 1997). It results from these studies that the position angle of
the jet as observed in the radio and optial domains is the same at 222.2◦.
The general appearane of the jet in the 2 spetral domains is similar at rst
sight. There are, however, some notable dierenes. The radio jet an be
followed from the ore of the quasar to the brightest regions, whereas the
optial jet an only be observed from some distane to the ore onward. This
statement is, however, learly of limited value as it results from systemati
observation limitations in deteting weak surfae brightness features lose
to a bright point soure. It is nonetheless lear that the ratio of optial to
radio ux hanges with distane to the ore. The high resolution of the HST
images reveal that the optial jet is strutured on smaller sales than the
radio jet and that it is narrower. The optial images show two "extensions"
outside the jet axis at the inner and outer edges. At least the outer extension
seems to be due to the presene of a spiral galaxy on the line of sight (Roeser
et al. 1997).
The radio and optial data may be ombined to obtain spetral energy distri-
butions for the knots of the jet.The innermost knot (A) has a straight power
law ontinuum without any sign of a ut-o in the visible or UV, whereas the
subsequent knots are well desribed by a power law extending from 100MHz
to 1014 Hz followed by an exponential ut-o.
The optial and radio polarization of the jet are also similar in their main
properties and also show some disrepanies when looked at in greater de-
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Figure 9: The ore and jet of 3C 273 as observed in the radio domain (on-
tours) and with HST (grey sale). This shows that while the radio jet an
be followed all the way to the ore, the optial jet an only be deteted in
the outer regions of the jet. This gure is from (Bahall et al. 1995).
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Figure 10: Same data but showing an enlargement of the jet and the nomen-
lature of (Lelièvre et al. 1984). This gure is from (Bahall et al. 1995).
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tails. The maximum polarization is in both ases of the order of 10%, low
in the inner regions (< 15′′) and rising towards the hot spot.
Spetral energy distributions and the relatively high degree of polarization
both suggest that the jet emission is due to synhrotron proesses. Syn-
hrotron ooling of eletrons depends on the inverse square root of the fre-
queny. Optially emitting eletrons are therefore expeted to be assoiated
with the reent history of the eletron aeleration, while radio emitting ele-
trons remember a history thousand times longer. It is thus not neessarily
expeted that the radio and optial jets should be similar in the loation
of the hot spots. It should be noted, however, that the presene of bulk
relativisti motions would tend to enhane for any observer the emission of
those parts of a jet that move in diretions lose to the line of sight. Suh
relativisti eets are independent of the frequeny and would lead to the
presene of oinident bright spots in both the radio and optial images.
(Bahall et al. 1995) suggest one model along these lines in whih the jet
struture would be due to a helial bulk motion of the emitting eletrons
within the jet.
Radio proles of the jet perpendiular to the jet axis (Roeser et al. 1996a)
show that the jet is symmetri at large distanes from the ore, whereas it
is more extended in the South loser to the ore (at 15′′). This extension
is not observed in the optial domain and has a steep spetral index. It is
suggested that this is emission from material that has passed through the
terminal shok and ows bakwards along the jet.
Extended X-ray emission in the viinity of 3C 273 has been deteted with the
EINSTEIN satellite (Willingale 1981). It was found that there is an exess
emission in the approximate diretion of the jet at distanes from the ore of
the quasar that are ompatible with the position of the radio and optial jet.
The main diulty assoiated with these data is that the angular distane
of the X-ray exess falls well within the EINSTEIN point spread funtion.
The data were re-analysed by (Harris & Stern 1987) who dedued a position
for the entroid of the exess at 16′′. At this position and with the ux they
dedued it was diult to interpret the origin of the X-ray ux in terms of
synhrotron, inverse Compton or thermal emission.
(Roeser et al. 1996b) report on a long (17.2 kse) ROSAT HRI observation
of 3C 273 in 1992 to whih another 68.2 kse obtained in very early 1995 were
added. These authors used the emission from the ore of 3C 273 to enter the
point spread funtion every 50 s and were thus able to orret for the wobble
of the spaeraft. This lead to a point spread funtion of 4.5′′. Two extended
features an be observed in the resulting X-ray image. One is at position
angle 71
◦
and is assumed to be from a weak X-ray soure not assoiated with
3C 273 while the other is at position angle 219.3
◦
, lose to that observed in
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the other wave bands. The main ontribution omes from a distane to the
ore of 15′′, similar to what had been obtained with EINSTEIN. The ux
derived from the ROSAT observation is, however, onsiderably less than that
derived from the EINSTEIN data.
It was noted above that the A knot is very blue and showed no evidene of
a uto at high frequenies. Should the X-ray emission be indeed assoiated
with this knot, then the ux would lie on the extrapolation of the radio-
optial spetral energy distribution. The position of the X-ray exess is,
however, suh that it does not oinide with knot A (nor with any of the sub-
knots derived at high angular resolution). The next knot (B) has a spetrum
that shows a lear ut-o in the optial spetrum and is therefore unlikely
to extend to the X-ray domain. The diulties in the interpretation raised
by (Harris & Stern 1987) remain therefore. Were the X-rays due to inverse
Compton proesses, one would like to understand why this is observed only
at this loation rather than assoiated with all the knots.
The extended jet of 3C 273 is still not ompletely understood. It is also
noteworthy that this is the only jet from a quasar from whih optial and
X-ray emission have been deteted to date. Optial emission from the jets
of extra-galati radio soures is a rare phenomenon, it is therefore not sur-
prising that no other quasar jet has been observed at higher frequenies than
the radio domain. It will nonetheless make the task of understanding the
nature of the extended jet of quasars very diult.
6.2 The VLBI Jet
The ore of 3C 273 (3C 273 B as it was alled in the 1960s) is a very bright
radio soure. The presene of the jet desribed above at large angular dis-
tanes showed that the soure is not point like, but has an interesting ge-
ometry. Both fats made 3C 273 a prime soure for high resolution radio
observations as these beame possible by using together telesopes spanning
approximately the size of the Earth (Very Long Baseline Interferometry,
VLBI in short). Early observations used few telesopes and did not produe
maps but were able to measure whether or not the soure is extended at
ertain angular sales. (Broten et al. 1967) and (Clark et al. 1967) showed
thus that 3C 273B has an angular size less than 0.005′′ at a wavelength of
18m. Struture on the sale of milli arseonds (mas in the following) has
been found by (Knight et al. 1971) and (Cohen et al. 1971) who also note
a dierene between their results that an be interpreted by a hange in an-
gular size of the soure. Radio data (visibility funtions rather than maps)
onrmed the reality of the hanges and revealed a steady expansion of the
soure between 1970 and 1977 (Cohen et al. 1977). Study of the loation of
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the minima in the visibility urves showed an apparent expansion veloity of
5.2  (H0 = 55 km/(s · Mp)) (Cohen et al. 1979). Maps were also obtained
then, showing for the rst time a real jet struture at a position angle of
−117◦, not aligned with the larger sale jet desribed above (Readhead et
al. 1979). Subsequent maps at higher angular resolutions and using more
antennae than previously, thus improving the image quality, showed that the
loal maximum of the jet moves away from the ore. The distane from the
ore to the main jet feature had inreased from 6mas in 1977.5 to 8mas in
1980.5 (Pearson et al. 1981) orresponding to an apparent expansion veloity
of 9.6± 0.5  (H0 = 55 km/(s ·Mp)).
More reent VLBI observations have ontinued the work done at m wave-
lengths, have used higher frequeny observations to inrease the angular
resolution and have improved on the dynamial range to study weaker fea-
tures. These modern data have onrmed the piture desribed above and
added several new features.
A set of several VLBI observations in the 1980s has revealed that new jet
omponents (often alled blobs) appear every few years. These omponents
an be followed from one observation to the next and their projeted traje-
tories mapped. It is thus possible to trae bak eah omponent to the time
of zero separation from the ore (Krihbaum et al. 1990). One of the om-
ponent was observed to be thus "born" shortly after a violent synhrotron
outburst that had been observed at wavelengths as short as the visible band
in Marh 1988 (see above; (Courvoisier et al. 1988)). This lose assoiation
suggests that in general new omponents in the jet follow synhrotron out-
bursts. This is indeed laimed in a study of (Abraham et al. 1996) in whih
the ejetion time of 8 omponents is omputed and qualitatively ompared
to single dish light urves. We show in Fig. 11 the high frequeny radio light
urves and a near infrared light urve available to us (see above) and the
epohs of appearane of new jet omponents as omputed by (Abraham et
al. 1996). Whereas it seems lear that the ejetion of C9 is assoiated with
the infrared outburst disussed above, no lear statement an be made for
the preeding ejetions.
(Abraham et al. 1996) have also orrelated the epoh of ejetion of om-
ponents with the radio light urve at 22GHz they laim that the ejetion
times of all omponents are related to inreases in the radio ux. They do
not, however, provide a quantitative assessment of this relationship. Flux
inreases are indeed expeted to be assoiated with the appearane of new
jet omponents if these are new ejeta that beome optially thin as they
move away from the ore. A further possible link has been established by
(Krihbaum et al. 1996) between the ejetion of the knots and the high
energy ativity of 3C 273 as evidened by ECRET data.
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Figure 11: millimetre and infrared light urves and dates of appearane of
new VLBI jet omponents (see the text). The omponents are labeled as in
(Abraham et al. 1996). The epohs of ejetion of the omponents are from
(Abraham et al. 1996). The unertainty in the ejetion epohs are shown by
a short range.
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The VLBI observations quoted in (Krihbaum et al. 1990) were made at
43GHz. VLBI observations at even higher frequenies (100GHz) were ob-
tained by (Bååth et al. 1991). These data reah a resolution of 50miro se-
onds of ar, illustrating the power of the tehnique. UsingH0 = 50 km/(sMp)
this angular resolution orresponds to a linear sale of 5 1017 m at the dis-
tane of 3C 273. This is to be ompared with the gravitational radius of
a 1010 solar masses blak hole, whih is 3 1015 m. In other words, modern
VLBI observations are apable of resolving strutures in the radio data of
3C 273 down to 100 gravitational radii. This eort to obtain maps at higher
frequenies is being pursured (see e.g. (Krihbaum et al. 1997)).
High angular resolution VLBI data reveal that the angle at whih the jet
emerges from the ore is signiantly dierent at the hundred miro arse-
ond sale (−119◦) from that observed at the mili arseond sale (−130◦) or
at longer sales (−137◦) (Bååth et al. 1991) and referenes therein). (Bååth
et al. 1991) interpret this result as being due to either deetion of the jet
or (but this is in a sense equivalent) to hanges in the speed of the jet. This
must be put in parallel with the observation of (Krihbaum et al. 1990) who
report that the veloities of the individual knots are dierent (from 4±0.3
to 8±0.2 times the veloity of light).
Another type of improvement in the knowledge of the jet was brought about
by investigations with a higher dynamial range. Suh observations are re-
ported in (Davis Unwin & Muxlow1991). Two important results follow from
their data. The superluminal motions observed at small distanes from the
ore extend to at least 240 p (H0 = 50 km/(s · Mp)). The veloity at large
distanes is only marginally less than loser to the ore. The seond result
is that no ounter jet is deteted. The brightness ratio between a jet and an
intrinsially idential ounterjet is given by
[(1 + β cos θ)/(1− β cos θ)]2+α.
Using a spetral index of 0.8 (Davis Unwin & Muxlow1991) dedue from
the observed lower limit on this ratio that β ≥ 0.95. This veloity is lose
to that obtained from the superluminal expansion (see below). The data
available is therefore still ompatible with the presene of a ounter jet of
similar properties to the one observed but unobserved due to its relativisti
motion away from us. A further improvement of the dynamial range by
a fator of a few would provide an important set of data on the intrinsi
properties of an eventual ounter jet.
The intrinsi veloity of a relativisti jet an be dedued from the apparent
proper motion in the following way (the original model is due to (Blandford
MKee & Rees 1977)):
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Figure 12: The VLBI Jet of 3C 273 at two dierent epohs in 1994 and 1995
observed at 86GHz. (ourtesy T. Krihbaum.)
Assume that a photon is emitted by a blob of the jet that has traveled during
δt at the veloity v. The dierene in arrival time of this photon and one
that originated from the base of the jet at the time of departure of the blob
∆t is
∆t = δt(1 − v/c cos θ) .
The motion of the blob a perpendiular to the line of sight seen by an observer
far away is
v⊥ =
δtv sin θ
∆t
.
It is easily seen from both expressions that superluminal motion an be
observed for v lose to  and cos θ lose to one and that the angle θ for whih
the transverse veloity is maximum for a given intrinsi veloity is given by
cos θmax = v/c .
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7 The Host Galaxy
If there is one subjet for whih the brightness of 3C 273 is a problem rather
than a help it is the study of the underlying galaxy. Subtration of the
quasar light distribution on images has proved a very deliate issue and has
been possible only after the introdution of CCD ameras. (Kristian 1973)
followed the idea that the quasar phenomenon is similar in nature to that
observed in the nulei of Seyfert galaxies but onsiderably more powerful and
studied whether galaxies an be seen around at least some quasars in diret
photographi plates. He onluded that in some ases galaxies are seen while
for the brighter objets (inluding 3C 273) this is not the ase, a onlusion
expeted from the quality of the data.
First (to my knowledge) CCD images of 3C 273 are presented by (Tyson
Baum & Kreidl 1982). These authors onlude that there is an underlying
galaxy and that it is similar to the giant elliptial galaxy NGC 4889 in the
Coma luster. The integrated V magnitude of the nebulosity is about 16.05,
3 magnitudes less than the quasar. Based on some previous data on the
eld of 3C 273 by (Stokton 1980) they also onluded that the 3C 273 host
galaxy may be a member of a poor luster of galaxies.
Near infrared data may be of interest to study the galaxies around quasars
as the ratio of galaxy to QSO uxes may be in general larger than at visual
wavelengths (quasars are blue objets).(Veron-Cetty & Woltjer 1990) show
thus that for luminous quasars there is no orreletion between the luminosity
of the galaxy and that of the QSO. (MLeod & Rieke 1994) present a sam-
ple of high luminosity quasars inluding 3C 273. They show that there is in
their sample some orrelation between the QSO luminosity and that of the
underlying galaxies, 3C 273 having the most luminous underlying galaxy of
their sample and the smallest fration of galaxy to (QSO+galaxy) luminos-
ity. The orrelation shows, however, a large dispersion. Using far infrared
luminosities, (MLeod & Rieke 1994) also investigate the possible existene
of starburst ativity in the galaxies surrounding quasars. They (preliminar-
ily) onlude that this may be exluded in several of the galaxies, not in all
and in partiular not in 3C 273.
HST data have reently been published by (Bahall et al. 1997) for a sample
of nearby luminous quasars. The main advantage of the (repaired) HST is,
expetedly, the sharpness of its point spread funtion that allows a leaner
subtration of the quasar light from the image. This still requires, however, a
good knowledge of the point spread funtion at some distane from the en-
tral peak, where the galaxies ontribute most of their light. It is interesting
to see that the HST data is in ontradition with the popular idea that radio
loud quasars lie in bright elliptial galaxies while the radio quiet quasars,
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like Seyfert nulei, lie in spiral galaxies. We an onlude from this that it
is not the obvious shape of the galaxy that determines the harateristis of
the quasar.
In the ase of 3C 273, the inferenes drawn from the HST data onrm those
obtained from the ground. The galaxy may be lassied as an E4 galaxy,
its luminosity is roughly 3 magnitudes fainter than the quasar in the visible.
This indiates that the galaxy is somewhat brighter than the most luminous
galaxy of a rih luster. There is no onspiuous ompanion or signs of reent
violent interation with another galaxy. The galaxy major axis is about 30′′,
orresponding to some 100 kp with the osmologial parameters used here.
Whereas the study of a single objet annot have universal value, it is still in-
teresting to note that 3C 273, the brightest nearby quasar, is not imbedded in
a distorted or peuliar galaxy. This shows that while galaxy interations may
play an important role in bringing material from the galaxy to its nuleus,
some other mehanisms must also be at work and even have the dominant
role in at least some very bright ases.
8 Understanding it
The paradigm of QSO physis is that the energy is freed by aretion of
matter in a massive blak hole. This paradigm allows some simple estimates:
The Eddington luminosity for whih gravitational attration ompensates
radiation pressure is:
LEdd = 1.3x10
38 M
M⊙
ergs/s .
Using the bolometri luminosity of 3C 273 dedued in Set. 3.5 we thus
estimate that provided that the bulk of the luminosity is emitted isotropially
the mass of the entral blak hole is ∼ 109 solar masses. The orresponding
gravitational radius is ∼ 3 · 1014 m.
The mass aretion rate an be estimated from the luminosity L by:
L = η · M˙c2 ,
where η is the eieny of the onversion of rest mass to radiation.
Using the same luminosity as above and an eieny η ∼ 10% typial of
aretion onto blak holes we dedue a mass aretion rate M˙ ∼ 1.3 · 1027 g
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or about 10 solar masses per year. Not surprisingly, these numbers are
lose to those dedued from aretion dis models.
Going beyond these estimates requires understanding of how the energy lib-
erated by the aretion proess is transformed in the radiation we observe
aross the eletromagneti spetrum. This understanding is still widely lak-
ing, we an, however, list some of the elements that do play a role.
Highly relativisti eletrons and magneti elds must belong to any model of
3C 273 (and other radio loud AGN) as shown by the presene of synhrotron
radiation. Their energy densities are very inhomogenous and partly orga-
nized in small pakets some of whih at least are aelerated to relativisti
bulk veloities along omplex paths to form the observed small sale jet. It
is probable that the eletrons are aelerated to highly relativisti energies
in shoks and that they thus aquire the energy that they radiate from the
kineti energy of some underlying ows.
Another indiation of fast ows is the presene of the broad lines whih
indiate that the material surrounding the blak hole has veloities of the
order of 104 km/s. It has not been possible to nd in the line variability
pattern the signature for a dominantly ordered veloity eld (expansion,
aretion or rotation). One, therefore, onludes that a large fration of the
veloity eld is of a turbulent nature. In these irumstanes, the presene of
shoks where streams of matter ollide is diult to avoid. It is interesting
to note that thermalising Hydrogen gas with bulk veloities of the order
of 104 km/s will produe a gas of T ∼ 5 · 109K. A temperature lose to
the one needed to Comptonise the UV photons to X-rays with a slope as
observed (Walter & Courvoisier 1992).
A fration of the UV and higher energy radiation is reproessed by gas to
form the broad lines and by dust to give the thermal infrared radiation. The
organisation of the broad line emitting louds is unlear, no loud onning
medium having been found. Whether the optial-UV emission forming the
blue bump is itself due to reproessed X-ray emission is also unlear, mostly
beause of the absene of the signature of Compton reetion in the X-rays.
There are many dierent timesales at play. Among those we know there
is the few days delay between the UV and optial light urves whih imply
that the signals ruling the blue bump emission travel at the speed of light.
There is also the presene of muh longer timesales (of several years) in the
visible light urves and orrelations whih delays of the order of a year or
so, between emission omponents. These timesales are long ompared with
light rossing times or dynamial times in the viinity of the blak hole. They
are, however, short ompared to visous timesales of standard aretion
diss. (Courvoisier & Clavel 1991). The presene of these timesales may
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either indiate that the size of the ontinuum emitting aretion is of the
order of a parse (similar to the size of the broad line region) or that there
exist harateristi veloities of the order of few perent of the speed of
light in a region of several gravitational radii. One may also note that the
amplitude of the variations at short timesales ( one day ∼ 10 gravitational
radii over c) is small (few perent; (Paltani et al. 1998)). This may indiate
that the variations on this timesale are not assoiated with the regions
losest to the blak hole, but rather to small regions in an extended objet.
There have been many attempts to understand the geometry of the emission
regions onsidering one or several emission omponents. Most have been
based on the presene of aretion diss. Many of the arguments are revised
in (Blandford 1990). The addition of a orona being disussed by (Haardt
et al. 1994).
(Camenzind & Courvoisier 1983) attempted to understand the ontinuum
emission of 3C 273 in terms of a mildly relativisti wind originating in the
ore of the objet and shoked at some distane. Most of the observed emis-
sion in this model was the by produt of the shoked material. This model
predited that the variation time sales of the dierent omponents was suh
that the UV varied faster than the X-rays whih in turn varied faster than
the optial emission. The infrared and gamma ray variability timesales were
expeted to be the longest. These preditions were soon disproved by obser-
vations whih led to a revision of the geometry (Courvoisier & Camenzind
1989). In this revised geometry the wind is hanneled in suh a way that the
shoked material overs only few perents of the UV soure. The shoked
material is heated to temperatures suh that the UV photons rossing it are
Comptonised to X-ray energies. The lag between X-ray and UV uxes may
be understood naturally in this geometry (Paltani et al. 1998).
(Courvoisier et al. 1996) have onsidered whether aretion of matter ould
be in the form of stars rather than gas. In their model the gravitational
energy is radiated following ollisions between stars in the viinity of a blak
hole. First order onsiderations showed this to be a possible alternative to
understand the variability of AGN and its dependene on luminosity. This
also points to the little studied question of the interation between the ative
nuleus and the surrounding stellar population.
It is thus lear that although the main elements of the AGN model have
been in plae for more than 30 years, often following pioneering observations
of 3C 273, muh remains to be understood. AGN are onsiderably more
omplex than many of us antiipated. This omplexity together with the
extreme properties they show make them fasinating objet to study.
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